Chanje is a California-based commercial electric vehicle and energy services company that is driving the evolution of sustainable solutions to improve the last mile industry.
Four Platforms — One Chassis

The V8100 is the first of a full lineup of medium-duty EVs that offer solutions for a variety of uses.

- 22'-29' vehicle lengths
- 10-27 passenger seating
- 6,900 lbs. of payload
- 700 cubic feet of cargo space
Modular eHub Components

Energy Services Platform
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Charging Infrastructure

Generation & Storage

Utility Interconnection & Grid Services
Chanje Value Proposition to Customer

**Cost**
- Provides certainty
- Eliminates upfront cost (capex → opex)

**Simplicity**
- Single energy services contract
- Turnkey technology integration

**Scalability**
- Modular solutions
- Enable future services to drive down total cost of operation